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Experimental Series
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'Lydia/ ~na1ry a e
Bell and Howell's "Animation
and Abstraction," a program of
12 films, is scheduled for 7:30
p.m., Friday, Nov. 15, at Popejoy
Hall as part o£ the UNM experimental film series.
Added to the program will be
the first public showing in Popejoy Hall of a new film about the
auditorium, "Great Concert Hall
Caper." It differs from promotional films by replacing facts
and figures with music and a light
approach to the subject.
Films in the "Animation and
, Abstraction" program are:
Sexual Images
"Lydia,'' by Joe Zackon and
John Straiton (1964). It is a
succession of sext1al images and
symbols constantly combining
themselves into parodies of famous paintings, registering the
emotional life of Lydia, a young
art student. The film won awards
at Cannes, the London Film Festival, and Paris Amature Film
Festival.
"New York Experimental,"
Fred Mogubgub (1967). Comment
on the world today, in which inanimate objects or people are animated.
"Chairy Tale," Norman Me-

Laren (1957). Simple ballet of
a youth and a common kitchen
chair which declines to be sat upon. The film won first prize in the
experimental films category at
the Venice festival.
"Lines Vertical and Horizontal," Norman McLaren (1960).
Two films in which lines, ruled
directly on film, move against a
background of changing colors.
"Lines Horizontal" is accompanied by Pete Seeger on wind
and string instruments. The film
received awards at the Venice and
Edinburgh international film festivals.
"Blinkety Blank"
"Blinkety Blank," Norman McLaren (1955). McLaren achieves
his effects J:)y using laws relating
to persistence of vision and afterimage on the retina. The musical
background includes percussive
effects.
"Tung," Bruce Baillie (1967).
The film uses reverses and dissolves and makes effective use of
the printed word.
"Dance of Love," Peter Weiner
(1965). A ballet of love and life
using Tchaikovsky's music.
"John and Marsha," Peter Weiner (1966). A color and form re-

'Celebration of Autumn'
To Be Presented Sunday
A visual presentation entitled
"The Celebration Of Autumn"
will be presented by Father Blase
Schauer in the Auditorium of
the Newman Center Sunday with
an emphasis on the relationship
between life and worship.
Father Schauer, former chaplain at New Mexico State University, recently completed a 37,000
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FOR SALE
1954 PONTIAC HEARSE, 66,000 miles.
New Motor, wheelsJ bucket seats, tach..,
!hifter, recent paint job, radio, comvJ.ete
records kept on all exvenses. $1200 invested sell tor $660 cash or trade. 116 B
Harvard SE.
68 RENAULT R-10,_17,926 actual mil.,,
AM·FM..SW radio, llke new condition, 3036 miles per gallon, excellent tires. Have
company cat', must sell. Call 344-1261.
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. B<st offer over
$376. Needs minor body work. Ed Reddig Enco Station aoross from Babum
Hospital
BRAND NEW unopened Stereo Record!!.
Mostly popular. @2.00 each (owner
switching to tap.,.). 842-8056 all day.
FOR SALE to bEst ofiet" above $96. :Mamiya.Sekor'8 ']'ower 37. Single lens reo
flex 36 with 48 mm normal and 35 wide
angle lenses. Excellent condition~reccnt
overhauL Contact Stephen Part at Dept.
o£ Music, 277-2126 or message to Art
Dept.
1954 PONTIAC BEARSE, 56,000 miles.
New Motor, vmeeb, bucket seats, tach.,
shifter, recent paint job, radio, ~plete
records kept on all exvenses. $1200 invested sell tor $650 cash or trade. 116 B
Harvard SE.
681 RENAULT R-10, 17,925 actual miles,
AM-FM-SW radio, like new condition, 3035 miles per gallon, excellent tires. Have
company car, must sell. Call 344-126L

mile tour, taking presentations
like ."The Celebration" to 56 colleges throughout the nation.
Sunday's event will demonstrate the effectiveness of students at worship relating the
feastdays of Autumn to a wide
gamut of concern: nature, politics, social involvement, and the
home.
Here is a liturgy of, by, and for
the students that reaches deep
into the meaning of life. The
ecumenical dimension of the presentation is seen is such correlations as that between the Jewish
High Holy Days and the October
Ember Days.
The scope of the hour long experience is intimated by such
sequences as the one for the feast
of St. Theresa of Avila, "Is Mysticism biochemistry~" or that for
St. Lucy's day, "Is Faith a laser
beam?"
"Vivid photography leaves little doubt in the viewer's mind
that there is a pattern of worship
and community that is fresh, relevant, and joyous," said Schauer.
Schauer, 0. P., liturgy specialist· at the Newman Center until
Christmas, will begin his narration at 7:15 p.m.

•
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Film Program

lationship to Stan Freberg's of her birthday. It is an adaptatrack.
tion of an Anatole France story
Multiple Exposure
narrated by Boris Karloff.
"0," Tom Palazzolo (1967). A.n
"Castro Street," Bruce Baillie
experiment in multiple exposure
set in a circus with close-ups
played against reduced figures. ·
The film won first prize at the
Pacific Film Festival and second
at the Second City International
Festjval in Chicago.
"Juggler of our Lady," AI Kouzel (1958). A.n animated film experimenting with simple line cartoons in vast space, it tells the
story of a Cantalbert the juggler
who became a monk and performed for the Virgin Mary in honor

(1967). The film succeeds in evoking the poetry of landscape and
machinery that surrounds the
railroad.

MISCELLANEOUS
ing play, even frir me, and I'm not
easily shooked. But I've felt a growing
sense of commitment to iU! truth,
strength, orig!nality and eraft.manshlp
and I look forward to understanding
what its all about b:v opening night."Craw!ord MacCallum, Old .Town Studio.
Box Office 242-4602. Per:t'ormances No-

vember 1-3, 7-10 at B:OO.

Council Formed
By U Students
To Aid Children
Students enrolled in special education at UNM have formed the
UNM Student Council for Exceptional Children (UNMSCEC).
Due to a growing nationwide
interest in developing programs
for and helping exceptional children, the students have organized
so they can help themselves become more proficient in their
chosen field of providing services
for exceptional children.
The major p u r p o s e of the
group, which is a charter member of the National SCEC, is to
promote professional standards
of a high order and to improve
the preparation of all professionals dealing with exceptional children and youth.
The other purposes of the
group are to promote programs
designed to attract students into
the profession of special education
and to disseminate to the public,
information regarding educational needs at local, state, regional,
and national levels.

Foreign Seminar
Needs Applicants
A seminar, designed for college students and other adults,
which includes nine months of
living and learning in Denmark, Finland, Norway, and
Sweden will be offered, International Services announced
this week.
The participants in the program would live with families
in Folkehojskoler while studying there.
Further information may be
obtained by contacting the
Office of International Services, 1717 Roma, N.E.
Milllillllldllllllllnlllntrnllll1!1li111111ll!lillEIIII!lEnnnm•
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Undercoat Your Car
To Protect It From
Salt On The
Ski Roads

4513 CENTRAL AVE. N. E.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

AL 6·9953

UNM Students
Tomato and Cheese Pizza
Small
$1.25
$ .75

Regularly
with coupon

Regular
$1.50
$1.00

Large
$2.00
$1.50

Open Tues. - Thurs. 5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. 5:00- 3:00a.m.
Sun. 5:00 - 12:00 p.m. Closed Mondays

----------------------------.-----·
This Coupon Worth

so¢
On Above Special Items
NEXT TO RAMADA INN

Perhaps Mastroianni's greatest perfonnance in

Nobel· Prize Winner Albert Camus'masterpiecel
Camus'
chilling s!ory
aman who
damned

COLOR

would

damned
il he wouldn't....

"EXCELLENT!"

To kill a ·
Mockingbird
slatring

GREGORY PECK
1.0. REQUIRED

50¢

MARCELLO MASTROIANNI.

THe STR8NG8R
ALBERT CAMUS.

B•oinnlnil
TONIGHT 7:30 9:15
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Heady Inaugurated;
Accepts Medallion, ..
Outlines Objectives

842-9148.

SPECIAL NOW $24.95

Reg. $29.95

The most beloved Pulitzer Prize book now on the screen!

I, A MAN by Andy Warhol
.
.
. .
"How many of us have been in the presence of junkie lesbians or Manhattan
call-girls or mystic nymphomaniacs? ... In each of eight segments Tom
Baker either seduces, or attempts to seduce eight girls (one at a time).
in various stages of undress, duress, and burlesque ... Warhol's acerblC,
corrosive, outlandish humor is honed to razor ... sharp perfection... The
technique is extremely erotic because it approximates the fragmented
sensation we experience ourselves during sexplay."
-Gene Youngblood,
L. A. Free Press

ART 'rHEA iRE

N E \IV
CMI:XICO
U"~"'3Qvtf
V.1J
~·L~D

2720 Central S.E.
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S.U.B. THEATRE
SATURDAY 7 & 10
SUNDAY 6 & 9

Don Pancho's

3 '7~i 7~?

UNIVERSITY SHELL

FOR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Colmnbia
SE. 1 bdrm, twin beds; tarnished, $125.
includes utilities. Phone 242-3080.

"HARRY. NOON AND N!GHT is a shock-

('.,oRoNf\'DO

By SANDRA SCHAUER
Staff Writer

sity seal-the frontiersman, the
conquistador, and the Latin motto,
"Lus Hominum Vita" (Light is the
Life of Man)-and utilizes a Zia Indian symbol of the roadrunner above
the initials "UNM.''

Dr. Ferrel Heady officially assumed
the UNM presidency in ceremonies
at Popejoy Hall Saturday afternoon
and outlined "four main objectives
Details on Medallion
which UNM must pursue in the future."
The date of the University's foundThe first two objectives which ing-1889-is noted in the periphery
Heady stated were (1) that UNM of the medallion, and engraved on its
Newly inauguarated UNM President Ferrel
must preserve the integrity of UNM back are the names and dates of
Heady is presented with a medallion by Regents
Heady-Ortega
as a center of learning and inquiry tenure of all the University's presPresident Arturo Ortega.
and (2) that UNM must strive to idents.
revitalize its teaching mission, espeBetween Students, Faculty
During the presentation, Ortega
cially as directed to undergraduate said that these are challenging times
education.
for an institution of higher learing
Heady's third objective was that and that Heady wil !enable this unimore attention must be given to the versity to build on its past and presNEW YORK (UPI) - Chief Jus- Theological Seminary of America at problem of equalizing the opportun- ent strength.
ity of higher education for all adults
tice Earl Warren proposed Sunday a the Essex House hotel.
Ortega told Heady upon presentof
different
social
and
economic
"There
must
be
a
better
way
of
ing th emedallion, "I confer upon you
national conference of college stuthis
state.
Admission
must
groups
in
than
we
have
creative
confrontation
all the rights, honors and responsibildents and faculty members to search
be
"without
taint
of
discrimination."
ities of your office. May your term of
for a program of "conciliation among thus far discovered and used, if inoffice be truly rewarding and producstitutions
are
to
be
made
relevant
to
our age groups."
Urban Campus
tive. You have our every confidence,
Such a conciliation was vital, he our times, on the one hand, and on
UNM enjoys a relationship to its loyal support, and good wish."
the
other
hand
they
are
to
avoid
said, if the nation and world civilizaenvironment which is not shared by
Heady's acceptance speech, in ad-~
tion were to survive in an age of in- tragic errors, which might indeed many other universities in that it is
dition to stating the aforementioned
creasingly rapid scientific and tech- be irreversible," Warren said.
an urban university with a campus objectives which UNM must pursue,
"Look Back to Founders"
nological advancement.
in the very heart of a dynamic city, pointed out that the inauguration of
The
Chief
Justice
suggested
the
"The student revolt on the college
Heady said.
a new president is one of the major
campus is hardly a way to achieve nation look back to its founders who
stating
his
fourth
objective,
In
ceremonial events in the life of a
wisdom, although it may prove ef- were faced with a similar apparent Heady said that UNM must capital- university because it "highlights the
fective in shaking the establishment impasse and found a solution in the ize on the exciting prospects for de- process of renewal that is essential
out of complacency and smugness," principle of federalism. "It seems to velopment which are presented in to institutions as well as to living
me that our situation today calls for
Warren said in a speech at the Louis
organisms.
a new life of cultural federalism," he our environment.
Marshall award dinner of the Jewish
Saturday's inauguration ceremonsaid.
Hopes to Prove Worthy
As part of this attempt to "come ies began with a procession from the
"I pledge that I will perform the
to grips with basic approaches to College of Education to Popejoy Hall.
Education Influence life,''
Warren said it was vital to The procession consisted of over 200 duties of this office to the utmost of
"take the struggle among the age delegates from educational societies, my capacities. I hope that I will
Will Be Researched groups
from the streets, and on the professional associations, colleges prove worthy of this trust, and that
campus, to a forum of free and universities across the country. I will serve the University with the
Through Interviews college
dedication and devotion shown by all
interchange of ideas."
Other Participants
my
predecessors . . ."
A research project planned by the
What is needed, Warren said, is
Also participating in the procesUNM College of Education will in- "some new institution, through
Heady concluded his speech sayterview education-oriented groups to which new knowledge can be trans- sion were Lt. Gov. E. Lee Francis; ing, "With your continued support
find out how they influence educa- muted into the type of wisdom which Chief Justice of the New Mexico and understanding, I pray that I may
tion and educational legislation.
once upon a time the foremost phi- State Supreme Court David Chavez; be able to fulfill the expectations of
Dr. Albert W. Vogel, chairman of losophies created in the course of a Jack M. Campbell, former governor those who have offered me this opof New Mexico; Dr. John A. Horn- portunity for leadership at UNM."
the educational foundation depart- long life.
"It should be an institution in beck, president of Sandia Corvorament, and graduate student Thomas
The ceremonies concluded with a
tion;
Thomas
Popejoy,
former
preswhich
the
vision,
the
dream,
the
Gustafson will develop a test from
recessional by the delegates and
ident
of
UNM,
and
the
five
vice-prespower
of
innovation,
the
daring
of
the interviews on educational issues
guests, who had marched in at the
is
brought
into
contact
with
idents
of
UNM.
youth
beginning
of the inauguration cerefor heads of agencies.
the
mellow
practicality,
the
concern
Arturo Ortega, president of the monies.
The U.S. Office of Education apfor
possible
danger,
the
fear
of
unUNM
Regents and master of cereproved a $7,311 grant for this pronecessary risk, characteristic of the monies for the inauguration, then
ject
The university's computer will more mature and even the old," he presented the medallion of office to Road Construction · ·
Heady. The four-inch medallion inanalyze the information gathered to said.
corporates elements of the Univer- Closes Terrace St.
Warren
Urges
Conference
find out which actions are successful
Warren urged the Jewish Theoin influencing education.
Terrace St. N.E. between Redondo
When the research is complete, the logical Seminary, which, he noted, is llllllfilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!Illlllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll St. and Ash St. will be closed to thru
organizations can use the results to credited with "creating the idea of
traffic from Monday, Nov. 11 at 8
help them with the changes they are ecumenism as it is now understood,"
Inside
Pages
a.m. to Wednesday, Nov. 13, 5 p.m.
working toward, and to find out how to call a conference at its Herbert
The pavement next to the planned
effective their activities have been. H. Lehman Institute of Ethics of Student Suicides .••• Pg. 3 ·addition to the chemistry building
The only other research of this representatives of students and fac- Message for Heady • . Pg. 2 will be cut at that time, the UNM
type was completed during the 1930's ulties from colleges and universities
said. Parking lots on the
Intramural Finals •... Pg. 6 police
in Chicago. The project here will throughout the country.
Out of this conference, he said, Calling U . • • . . • . . Pg. 8 street will be open and traffic allowhave the advantage of a computer
ed on all unmarked sections of the
and will use a more scientific method "might emerge a program for action, a program which would lead to ~llllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllliUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII street.
than that previously used.
•

Warren Wants Meeting

• •• rr-
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Read This, Pres. Heady
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The Lobo applauds UNM's tenth president, Ferrel Heady,
in his inaugural resolve to revitalize the liberal education
of undergraduates.
This essentially long-term goal, while necessary and admirable, suggests another area of undergraduate life at the
university that must also be revitalized. The social and political relations of undergraduate students to the purpose,
goals, and power of the university will also deserve much attention during Heady's term of office, and it is our suspicion
that the demands of this concern will prove to be much more
immedate.
..,'l-1 We base this assertion upon the assumption-not very
widely recognized-that those who exercise power or who,
essentially, provide the options in the transactions that make
up university life, have the greatest responsibility to take
the initiative in the maintenance of relations with all members of the university community.
There is a necessity for, if anything, more patience, more
foresi'ght, and more good will on the part of the university
administration than upon any other part of the university
community.
This is because students, and to a lesser degree, faculty,
have a more transient nature, one that prevents their being
as aware of institutional channels and priorities as they
might be were they associated as intimately or as lengthily
as administrators with the university.
There are at least two possible responses to this condition. President Heady can give up on participation by students-especially students-and faculty in the decisions of
the university, on the grounds that continuity and efficiency
may suffer for their participation. This is not, in the light of
the experience that confronts us in this decade at one after
another major university, the alternative that reason and
compassion would compel us to advicate.
The second possible alternative is for the new president
to recognize the validity of our assumption-that upon his
new administration devolves the greatest responsibility for
leadership.
Typically, the role of students in a university is minimized
and/or reduced to the status of paying customer (although
usually that relationship is not more attentive or compassionate than that of public service companies dealing in
utilities), and usua1Jy with his transient nature as the pre-text or the excuse.
Norman Cousins complains that youth·is not enough "historically minded," and that this leads youth to forsake the
lessons of the past. The difficulty of this is that all too often
those who administer are far too much "historically minded"
-so much so that change, when it comes, comes fitfully or
violently, and from outside and below.
The paradox of this anti-historicism charged to youth by
Cousins is that administrators notoriously do not effect
needed change, often even despite a personal suspicion that
that is what is needed. It is perhaps the nature of their
bureaucracies not to seek it out, but rather to administer. it
when it comes.
It is this defect in the nature of administrators, this failure to actively pursue reform and revision and self-examination that most needs the attention of university presidents
all over the country. It needs Heady's attention and concern,
as well.
This all rests upon a very basic assumption, that those
with the greatest access to information have the greatest
obligation to communication; that those with the greatest
institutionalized power have the greatest responsibility to
enlightened use of that power, and, indeed, to shared use of
that power where other members of the community do not
pa~iicipate in the exercise of that power. Active prosecution
of this realization is essential. A passive realization of this
need will not do.
To passively await the developments of tomorrow is to
abdicate all responsibility and influence over the developments of tomorrow. Students' roles in the life of universities
are expanding, and at an explosive rate. If a.dministrators
would leave students out--more, if they fail to ardently
; "J. woo student attentions and intentions-then the nature of
the inevitable change that will see students sharing power
in universities will be revolutiortary and, possibly, violent.
For these reasons The Lobo advocates for President Heady
an activist role in dealing with the desires, concerns, and
priorities of students during his administration.
We will attempt, over the year, to suggest specific means of
meeting this need. There is, at the same time, a need for
initiative on his part.
It may be that the avant-garde of the student movement
to university power is in the minority at UNM, as at other
universities. This means that this university, as others, has
so far failed to educate its students to the importance of
participation in the decisions of the university. This makes
the job two-fold, and no less compelling.
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By JOY HART
Stafl' Writer

been warned, more than once, and
informed what the penalty could
be. They knew what they were doing. They weren't there to protest, they were there to blatantly
defy university authority.
One protest is that "due process" was not followed from this
point on. "Due process" was followed, The faculty handbook
states that to the vice-presidents
is delegated the authority and
responsibility to handle student
disciplinary matters. The section
on Student Standards in the
faculty handbook states that the
committee has both original and
appellate jurisdiction, but it does
not lay down a requirement that
the Vice-Presidents send cases to
Student Standards first. The
ASUNM Constitution adds, "Any
student who feels he has been unjustly disciplined by any other
campus board, or committee, or
by an official of the University
. . . has the right to appeal to
the (Student Standards) Committee."
One can see from these facts
that the Vice-Presidents had a
choice of two legal routes: 1)
charge the students and send the
case to Student Standards; 2)
handle the case themselves, then
allow the students to appeal to
Student Standards if they so
choose. The Vice-Presidents chose
the latter course, so "due process"
was followed.
I would be the first to question
the right of the Vice-Presidents
to act as police, judge, and juryall in one-but if a change in the
system is to be made, that would
be up to Student Standards and
the student body.
The final protest regards the
harshness of the punishment. I
think it should be obvious from
what I've said that I feel action
was necessary-but to what extreme is a value judgement that
should be left up to Student Standards.
But what were the hippies doing protesting NROTC drill anyway? I agree they have that
right; however, they overextend-

Misguided
Protests

ed that right and stepped on the
middies toes.
This points out the hypocrisy
of the protestors. They scream for
student rights then turn around
and infringe on the rights of the
middies. NROTC is voluntary. No
one is forced to join. The middies
are there because they want to
be. They don't bother the hippies,
so why can't the hippies let the
middies "do their own thing?"
If that is the hypocrisy of the
protest then this is the fallacy.
Protesting at NROTC drill will
not get the military establishment thrown off campus. The
Board of Regents solely holds the
power to throw ROTC off campus. Why don't the protestors
talk to them instead of wasting
their time infringing on the rights
of the middies ? (Of course, no
one has even mentioned that these
middies are being trained to protect the right of those hippies to
protest. No one seems to realize
that the military estabilshment
of the U.S. is spread throughout the world-not just VietNam
--to protect the freedoms of
speech and assembly which the
hippies use as the foundation of
the defense of their right to protest ROTC on campus).
Now that I've pointed out the
hypocrisy and fallacy of the
watch-in, I'll show the irony.
With darkness drawing nigh and
the action reaching a point of interest so dull that most people
had departed, one unfortunate
protestor went into an epilectic
fit. The only people who came to
his aid and were able to help
him were the campus police (Remember? The Fascist Pigs?) and
the Navy officers (Don't forget,
they eat babies for breakfast).
My main purpose here has been
to point out that because of these
unfQundcd rumors and misguided
protests, the situation surrounding the suspension of these three
students has struck out against
many of the wrong people and
policies. Let's hope the complete
and true facts come out of the
appeal to Student Standards.

Letters
BIKE LAUGH
To The Editor:
As of now there is only one
parking lot available for buildings to be built upon that is close
to the present university buildings
on the main campus; If the lot
between the Fine Arts Center and
Johnson Gymnasium is used, the
only lots to park in while building the needed parking facility
would be the ones fronting Central and East of the Fine Arts
Center, which is pretty far from
the Art School on Central and
Terrace.
There are some small scattered
lots between the buildings; however these, coupled with the lots
fronting on central, would not be
enough to park the displaced cars
from (among other lots) the one
between the F AC and Johnson
Gym.
I ride a bike.
Lawrence P. Edgar
CHANGES
To The Editor:
The invisible subversive avenger is everYWhere. He sniffs the
giant daisy :tor compassion, and

of change, a time of turmoil.
Dr. A. K. Young of the UNM
Health Service reported that
there have not been any suicides
among UNM students in the last
seven years.
Bob Matthews, president of the
board of directors of Albuquerque's Suicide and Crisis Prevention Center, says that the center
has received a great number of
calls from young people, especially during the summer.
Instability
Most of the literature on suicide agrees that there is some
personality or emotional instability motivating the person who
makes a suicide attempt or successfully takes his own life.
In a recent issue of Therapeutic Notes, a medical journal, it
was estimated that at least 600,000 of the 6-million college students in the United States have
emotional problems which require

This year over one and one-half
million Americans will enroll in
an institution for higher learning.
Due to poor grades, lack of
ability, dissatisfaction or a number of other causes including the
draft, thousands will leave after
their first semester,
Too many others will make a
violent exit from eollege.
With a gun, a hunk of rope, or
a bottle of sleeping pills, they'll
take their own lives sometimes
with the desire, ironically enough,
for self-preservation.
Seeond Cause
Although not as alarming as
certain statistics may make it
seem, suicide among college students, a cause of death second
only to accidents (some sources
place it third, below cancer) , does
seem to reflect the .price of a time

Beru.n Is signed guest editorial opinion, not' necessarib> reflecting tho views of The Lobo.

By LOU STORM
Somewhere back in the molehill stages, Radical Rush scheduled a watch-in to protest NROTC
on campus. On that infamous
Tuesday the Stadium filled with
protestors, Feds, cops, Fascist
Pigs, curiosity seekers, and
whatever other kind of people
come to watch a class they're not
enrolled in. The poor middies proceeded to assemble on the field
to carry out their physical fitness tests. This was the cue.
Protestors left the stands and
milled around in the middle of the
field in an attempt to obstruct the
physical fitness test. At this point
Dean Lavender (not the NROTC)
told the campus police to ask the
liberal left to please remove themselves from the field as they were
obstructing a regularly scheduled
class which has for its use the
Stadium field.
At this point the protestors
were warned-as the leaders had
been during the previous when
they scheduled the watch-inthat purposely interrupting a
regularly scheduled university
class carries a maximum penalty
of dismissal from school.
Mumbling police brutality and
"Fascist Pigs" (the average age
of our campus police force is
somewhere around 55), the protestors finally managed to amble
off the field. At this point the middies commenced 60 yard sprints
in the middle of the field. Not
content to standby and watch the
middies "do their own thin'g,"
three protestors ran back out on
the field and joined in the sprints.
They were apprehended by the
police and in ensuing action the
Vice-Presidents met, discussed
their case, and decided on suspension for one year as the penalty
for the students.
From these cold hard facts,
rumors and protests have ballooned the situation into the proverbial mountain in a matter of two
class days. During those days I
have polled many students
around campus and read The
Lobo. The result is that moat students are misinformed and are
going only on hearsay and wlmt
they read in The Lobo, which is
also misinformed.
Here are some facts on some of
the rumors and protests I've
heard.
Many students who did not
witness the watch-in believe that
no attempt to obstruct the class
was made. What would you call
it if a group of people stood in
the middle of the basketball court
during a P.E. basketball class 1
It's the same thing. People trying
to disrupt that class do not belong there.
The Lobo has said that some
middies encouraged the protestors
(Mr. Storm is mistaken on this
point-The Lobo has never said
that middies encouraged the protestors, The Lobo has quoted, how•
ever, several witnesses to that effect-that middies were friendly
and invited participation in their
relays. We suppose this point will
be cleared up in the Student
Standards hearing next weekEditor.)
to join in the sprints. This is a
completely unfounded rumor. The
middies were told prior to drill
that they were not to talk while
out on the field, not even among
themselves. This was quite strictly enforced-and no middle encouraged the protestors. The ones
who did join in the running had

:Sti'icide Major Student Death Cause
some type of psychiatric assistance. All of these students, however, are not suicidal.
90,000 Threaten
The same article estimated
90,000 students would threaten
suicide and another 1,000 would
succeed. It suggested that thif
alienated student-the person
with complaints of vague sensations of apathy, chronic unhap;piness and boredom-may react
to stress with depression. The response to that depression is often
attempted suicide.
The emotional disorders which
set the stage for student suicides
often stem from a situation which
developed before the student's entrance into college. Pressures and
demands placed upon him regarding grades, parental wishes, and
society's ex;pectations could be the
determining factor between; life
and death.

Primary Objective

Nixon Wants To End War
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By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
W ASHI NGTO N (UPI)President-Elect Richard M. Nixon has two primary objectives.
They are easy to state, but will
be enormously difficult to achieve.
First, he wants to end the Viet
N am war. This, he feels, is imperative to the success of his
presidency, and he will give it
top priority.
Second, he wants to restore
what the authors of the Constitution called ''Domestic tranquility''-a state of civil peace in
the crime-ridden, riot-threatened,
fear-stalked cities of America.
If he can do these two things,
Nixon believes, he will earn the
respect of the American people.
And that's all he ever expects
to win from the public.
"Some public men are destined
to be loved, and other public men
are destined to be disliked," he
said not long ago. "But the most
important thing about a public
man is not whether he's loved or

lives.

Incident Related
Time magazine related the incident of the son of a pharmacist,
attending a large university, who
tried to become a ;physician as his
father urged.
"He flunked chemistry, and
vomited while dissecting a frog,"
the article said. "He wrote a note
saying that he had dishonored
himself, then shot himself."
After the shock and horror dissolves, the circumstances surrounding most suicides all seem to
point in the same direction: the
individual was in isolation from
his environment, he experienctld.>
a great deal of stress-and, above
all, he suffered a tragic sense of
hopelessness.

artin

disliked, but whether he's re- in September and early October.
spected. I think I will conduct the
He almost certainly will conpresidency in a way that will tinue, however, to guard his incommand the respect of the nermost thoughts and feelings
American people. That may not from public exposure. This is not
be the same style as some of my a matter of hypocrisy but of
predecessors, but it will enable reserve.
me to lead."
Nixon Uses Rationale
He can be expected to think
"New Nixon" Appears
As this remark suggests, Nix- problems through as president
on is well aware that many with the coldly analytical mind
Americans fear and distrust him. of a lawyer, obtain the best adHe sought to allay this feeling vice he can, and arrive at a deduring the early weeks of the cision based on a rational weighcampaign by projecting the image ing of all factors involved.
Nixon realizes that he cannot
of a "new Nixon"-a related,
friendly man who made jokes win over his critics with pleasant
about himself and spoke well of words or personal charm-which
he is quick to admit he does not
his adversaries.
But in the closing weeks of the possess in great measure. But he
campaign, as polls showed his thinks that deeds-the deeds of
margin shrinking, Nixon re- a good executive, competently
turned to the role of ·political gut managing the afi':;lirs of statefighter and began hitting back at will gradually win him the re&pect of all but the most conhis opponents.
Now that he has won the prize firmed Nixon haters.
The deed that would help most
which so narrowly eluded him
eight years ago, Nixon can relax to heal the nation's divisions, he
again and resume the .affable believes, would be negotiating an
public manner which he displayed honorable peace in Viet Nam.

Columbia Recording Artists

Sitnan and Garfunkel
Presented by ASUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

Engineers:
•
•
•
•
•

Lcl.tcrn are welcome, and
should he no longer than 250
words typewritten, double
spnecd. Name, telephone num...
ber and addr.., mmt he in·
cludod, although name will be
withheld upon requl!tlt.

eats the magic mushroom for
power, He can look like Allen
Cooper, Barry Williams, me, Shadow, Jerry Rubin, Peter The
Hermit, Joan of Arc, Caligula, or
even Jim Kennedy, He doesn't
d)g the ROTC, or the cops, or
General Hershey-bar, or General
Waste-More-Land or the Big
Nurse, or the Combine, or Big
Brother, or the chief Dean of
Bureaucrats. The cops throw his
friends in jail for smoking flowers. He says, "Pigs I I'll never
forget!"
The big bureaucrat wants to
suspend his friends; Cooper,
Wright, and Russell. He says,
"Injustice will turn a flame of
revolution into a raging fire." The
invisible subversive avenger is
the spirit behind the life-force
that has confronted the ROTC
death force these last three
weeks. He will return next Willllc.
He has big plans.
I asked him what they were,
but he was so stoned that all he
could say was ' 1Cool it man. I'm
goin' through changes.''
Name Withheld by Request

Few Books on Subject
Dr. Dana L. Farnsworth, professor of hygiene at Harvard University, in one of the few books
on student mental health, quoted
one student as saying, "Every
time I succeed, my success is immediately taken over by my parents. The only thing which I can
do which will be peculiarly my
own is to fail.''
The statement refloots the plight
of many college students: They
are removed from the rules and
restrictions of the immediate
family, placed into an environment where they are expected to
assume responsibility for their
behavior, and yet are often considered by society to be unable
to determine the course of their

Aeronautical
Electrical
Electronic
Mechanical
Civil

Interviews at campus placement
office on NOV. 21
Martin Marietta Corporation is interviewing
for career positions in major, long-term Research,
Development and Production Programs.
Opportunities exist in the technologies
associated with Space Exploration, Advanced
Electronics and Communications Systems,
Missile Systems, and High Strength Materials.
Martin Marietta has major facilities in:
Baltimore, Maryland; Denver, Colorado; Orlando,
Florida; Wheeling, Illinois.
If you are unable to schedule an interview,
ple~se send your resume to:

University Arena Nov. 24, 8:15 P.M.
Tickets on Sale Today
At Activities Center Ticket Booth

DIRECTOR COLLEGE RELATIONS
AEROSPACE GROUP DEPT. 143
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
MARYLAND 21240

Nextlo Popejoy Hall Ticket Office 277-3411 & 3412

a.ARTIN ,_ARIIE77".A

Mail Orders Send to SUB C/o Simon & Garfunkel
5.00--4.5Q-4.00
1.00 Student Discount In Each Price

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Anthro Artifacts
Need Preparation
When an object enters a museum, this is just the first step
in becomi:ning a part of the museum's collection.
"Even the simplest clea:ning
will reveal det11.ils previously unknown," Ron Switzer, associate
curator at the Maxwell Museum
of Anthropology, says.
So a big part of the operation
of the museum at UNM consists
of processing pottery, metal
wcirk, stone tools, and other objects which eventually are seen
in museum displays. The processing adds to the appearance of
displays and aids in the preservation of the materials.
Work Done in Class
Part of the work is being done
by students in Switzer's advanced
Jn~ISelllm techniques and methods
Students in the class have
methods of cleaning, reiaill"in,g, restoring, and conservceramics, basketry and metal.
the semester ends, they
also work with materials like
leather and paper.
current work is restorcopper bells, made during the
prehistoric period in Mexico, to
the condition they were in before
they were corroded. The corro•
sion usually began after the bells
were placed in a grave.
Damage Prevented
The problem for the students
is to remove the cupro-chlorida
without damaging the bells, and
without being burned by the caustic chemicals which are used. The
cleaning of a miniature bell takes
six hours.
The process is called the rochelle
salt method. The first step is
mechanical-picking away some
of the corrosion with dental tools.
The bell then is dipped in the
rochelle salt solution, which in·
eludes caustic soda, to make the
chlorirles soluable. The student
brushes and picks away more cor·
tosion under running water.
A sulphuric acid solution is
used next to remove any remaining salt from the i)ores of the
copper, and the bell is flushed
again under running water.
Washing in boiling water, with
the metal expanding and contracting, cleans the }lores of any
cupro-chloride which is left, and
restores the natural surface tarnish which adds to the beauty of
old copper.
A methanol bath removes the
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water from the pores, and the
bell can then be coated with a
:preservative, such as a wax. The
entire procedure is an electro.
chemical reduction of the cuprochloride, or a reversal of the
corrosion process.
Almost as well thought out as
the restoring processes were the
methods used by the pre-Colum·
bian Indians in Central America
to make the bells. While several
methods of working C!Opper were
used, the bells being restored
were all made with the los~wax
technique, discovered in Central
America and later brought to
Mexico.
Wax Carvings
The bells were made by qarvi.ng
th~; fo1m in a wax such as bees
wax, dipping it into a thin clay
clip, then redipping it into clay
until a mold had been formed.
When the clay and wax were
fired, the clay hardened but the
wax melted, ran out of the mold
and burned. Melted copper was
then poured into the mold,
The mold could be used for
only one bell since it would be
broken to uncover the bell. The
work was intricate, since the bells
were ornate and the clapper was
included in the same mold.
The fact that the same method
was used in ancient China has
caused some speculation that
there may have been a connection between the two cultures.
The bells have been found in
the Southwest-at Chaco Canyon
and in the Mimbres Valley excavations, for example.
The bells probably reached this
area through trade with the Indians in central Mexico. Indians
in some New Mexico pueblos,
however, did make ceramic copies
of the greatly-desired bells.
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Lobo Hockey Tearn
By GRANT HARVEY
N ewli Editor
Goalie Leo Roy prevented the
Lobo hockey club from taking its
second straight win of the young
season Saturday by kicking out
58 shots as the Falcons tied the
UNM team 2-2.
Roy was the only standout of
the game which was marked by
mistake after mistake by each
team. The Lobos had the power
but couldn't get their plays work~
ing as they worked on the goal
with every man for himself.
Lobo action in the Falcon ~one
was usually erratic but .always

persistent and the undermanned
Falcons with only ight players
suited-up fom1d it hard to keep
up with the younger team. Goalie
Roy stopped several plays by
sprawling way out past his crease
to grab a loose puck for the
whistle and a short break for the
players.
The Falcon offense seemed the
more polished of the two teams
as their passing game worked
much smoother when they had the
time to use it. The extra men
for the Lobos kept Falcon control
of the puck to a minimum.
The Falcons scored both of

Joffrey Ballet

Six Penalties Given
Only six penalties were handed
out with the Lobos taking ±'ourtwo for highsticldng, and one each
for hooking and interference. The
two Falcon penalties were for
pushing.
The Lobos meet the KirtlandSandia Hockcts Tuesday night
as they seek to keep their unbeaten reco1·d intact. Last Saturday the Lobos whipped the Rockets 6-2 and are now up for another win.
Coach Herder of the Lobos is
looking for more hockey talent
and asks the UNM faculty and

Beauchamp S Co.

students who have even a little
hockey C'Xperience to come out
Tuesday and play for the club.

1;i Carat

JEWELERS

'"nle Green Table", a modem satire on diplomacy and war, will be
- presented by the City Center Joffrey Ballet on November 29 and 30
in Popejoy Hall.

WEEJUNS IS TH£ REGiSTERED TRADEMARK FOR MOCCASIN CASUALS MADE ONLY BV Q. H. BASS & CO •• WIL"toN. MAINE 04294

Error-Plagued Tie

their goals in the first :period by
Rogers and Krempasky. Abbott,
who scored both Lobo goa.Js,
netted his first near the end of
the period to keep the L<>bos in
the game.
In the second and third periods
the Falcons could only get a
total of 15 shots on goalie Bill
Gardner who stopped them all.
Abbott got his second goal at
18:54 of the second period to end
the scoring in the game. The
Lobos slammed in 25 shots after
this but Roy did everything from
ballet steps to tumbling exercises in blocking the shots.
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Ad Contest

Diamond

Men's or Lady's
Solitaire setting

Atx:utron Tjp;euiel;'es

Prom

Two Sound
Reasons Why
You Should Buy
Accutron: One
Is Hum-m-m-m
And The Other Is
Accuracy

/GT ladies and gmtlemf'll of distinction!
CiJlumbia. ....... ty.Jrpc.ufuHu df'ri:mcd /vr Uwsc «ha tzprd Qt1i1lilv
and fn1l T'--1)t sdt.U /or lt<ts,
CJ;;~..ra~ D&.~ t:n.g•lllld.I~pcnt;]; wt8 .. o r-'~R& -.\flt..t t!i~ r~ ~"
~nc!&n ~ , ~ I• U.... "'Qrlt~~"•"' w•lll f C:J •• clle o!fnr~.C~C-• 1!.::11~ t#ct,r.~
w~••_.·.q...uto~.c::~ Gleud'"' ll-t.5d!.!oi:A,

!?lfeauerfra~~Cft(f.

Fine

JEWEI.I~RS
66og ~h,,u, llcm. N.E.

PICTURE
FRAMING
Hundreds of
PRINTS
Photo Frames

t.110

UJeauc/fm~·~C(Jfa

A

REAL

Cifill!} Mt.NAt I, DLVI~•• N.E.

(.nrom.1fn (.rnl« I!. :l('t;DU Mmllul (rom t· s

DESERVES

REAL JEWELRY

JKWELERS
o6& tt8o

Wo:o.rAN

::t(•8-.j180

( ·\c ro~<; "cnaul frorn Curonado (~ntc.·r)

f11kau~;¥C($.~

!JIJeaweka;~C(j:.qrl-7.
JEWELERS
6fiogMFN.o\ll.]hlin.N.E.
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66o9M1SM't.llLVu... N.E.

S<'<' ns lor your pi< nk nt•t'd~

nfJB118o

(:Oron:ldo C.r:'TIIn n ;utnu \1m..:UJUrnm l't

268-·4480
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New Mexico's Largest

-

LANGELLJS

251 0 Central S.E.
Acres• From John•on Gym
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and The Cultural Program Committee
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EXPERIMENTAL FILM SERIES
Program Number 2-Fri., Nov. 15
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7:30 -The Great Concert
Hall Caper
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7:50- Animation & Abstraction
(Bell & Howell Series)

'I

Sure we can <pdl •••• but •.•• tltc words <'.olumbia
and Quality ate ro synonomous that we fed one word
"ruolity" coUI<I be adopted by the lcxitographm to
signify a wrt of super-quality .•.• and that's Colum·
bia.

Bass Weejuns®

,,\1

!Jikauc/'tU/01/q;..q&

H

RED CHINA

1J

7=3o p.m.
Admission to either show by Subscription or
Adults $1. 0o, Fac./Staff $1.25
Students $1.00
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Telephone 277-3121
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The Unusual as Usual
Not only unusual in design but unusual in stin
another way. Columbia ring, are a quality produet
and you \>ill have to admit that's unusual today.
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Watch and Jewelry
repair done by our
expert craftsmen
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letters will be 1'udged by people m the un1vers1ty and
business community. •
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We have been satisfied With the campmgn an response
at the store makes us feel that it has been successful. But
we are concerned about recent criticism from people
d .h h
h"
·
allegedly affiliate w1t t e campus. T 1sffcontestb IS anf
invitation for all students' faculty and sta mem ers o

268·4480

(Atrou Mcnaul from Coton;~do Center)

Tell Us What You Think! We Are Offer!ng F~e7 A $200.00 .Di~mond Ri~g

TRAVEL ADVENTURE FILM SERIES
Program,Numbet 2-Sat., Nov. 16
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CONTEST RULES
families, no employees of Beauchamp & 7) All entrys must be postmarked no later
5:00p.m., December ll, 1968.
Co. Jewelers nor their families, no emthan Friday, Novmber 22, 1968.
9) All entries remain the property of Beauployees of any jewelry firm anywhere, 8) Do not :sign your name. The winning letchamp & Co. Jewelers and cannot be returned.
no families of the judges are eligible to
ter will be published in the Lobo Friday,
CARBON OR XEROX.
win.
December 6, 1968. You must present an 10) The decision of the judges pertaining to
4) Contest limited to students, faculty and
all phases of the contest is flnal.
exact CARBON or XEROX of your letter. 11) Contest winner and judges names will be
staff members of the University of New 6) · Mail entry to Lobo Contest, University
Winner must identify himself at the Lobo
P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Mexico and their families.
published in the Lobo, Monday, Decem5) No members of the Lobo staff nor their
office no later than Wednesday evening,,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106
ber 16, 1968.

1) No purchase necessary.
2) Approximately 250 words.
.
3) Entry may be typed or written on plom
paper. KEEP AN EXACT COPY, EITHER

Downtown • Winrock • Uptown
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Paris has the largest selection of Boss Weejuns for men and women in all New Mexico.
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Pikes Win 6-0; Take Intramural Grid Crown

By JOHN MOSER
Sports Wdter
Amazing Tom Miller picked off
a Bob Russo pass on the Pike 10
yard line with sE)conds left to play
to allow Pi Kappa Alpha to hold
on to a slim 6-0 lead and capture
the intramural football championship from Mother Carey's Chickens Friday afternoon,
It was Miller's second official
interception of the day and gave
him 10 for the season. He earlier
thwarted a MCC drive twice with
interceptions-the first one being
called back via penalty.
Ellison Zips
Zippy Jackson Ellison provided
the Pike running 11.ttack as usual,
picking up 65 yards in only nine
totes, including a 25 yard scamper
that set up the game's only score
midway through the second half.
Ellison's run put the ball on the
Mother Carey 18 ym:d line.
Two plays later, on a second
and 12 situation at the Chick 22,
'·Pike QB Dave Williams launched
a floater to Big Dave Hendricks
in the end zone, and Hendricks
was interfered with by the MCC
safety man. The Pikes had the
ball first and goal from the on,
and Ellison pushed it over on the

next play.
The game was well played and
deserving of the title of championship game, although both squads
had trouble running up consistent drives. Punts were plentiful.
The Pikes, as a rule, stuck to

the ground, picking up 83 yards
on the turf compared with only
six via the airways.
The Chicks, on the other hand,
relied on the left arm of Bobby
Russo, who completed 6 of 11 for
50 yards. As a result of being

dropped several times behind the
line, 1\ICC had only 11 net yards
on the ground.
Dry First Half
The first half consistd of six
unsuccessful series, three by each
team, as the squads were feeling
each other out for possible success later in the game. Neither
team got inside the other's 30
yard stripe, and it was s<:oreless
at intermission.
Mother Carey's opened the second half with a drive that stalled
on their 37, and they punted to
the Pike 23.

From there the Pikes began
their TD drive, which covered 57
yards in six plays. Ellison had
runs of three and five yards before his 25 yarder to the 18.
1st Interception
With the score at 6-0, Miller
began his interception string on
the Chick's next drive. Miller
picked off a R,usso aerial at midfield, only to have it called back
on account of a roughing penalty.
But spunky Tom wouldn't be
denied, and two plays later he
snagged a Russo bomb on his own
12 in heavy traffic.

PikeTD

Jackson Ellison (on ground,
center) accounted for the only
touchdown of the day as the Pikes
,edged Mother Carey's Chickens
6-0 in the Intramural Championship game on Friday.

,'

Top Spot: In Wac Finals

r-\_ _ _./'o....._ __ , ,

Lobo Harriers crossed the
finish line in fifth, sixth and
seventh position ro capture the
team title of the Western Athletic Conference cross country championship at Tempe Saturday.
Individual honors went to
Colorado State's T.ar.ry Harrison
who ran the four mile desert
cou:~:se in 20:11 setting a new
I:ecord.
Harrison led all tb way to
beat out former record bolder
Jerry Jobski of Arizona State

Paso, came in fourth at 20:24,
The UNM team gathered a total
of 53 points to capture its
fourth title in the seven years the
WAC has been in existence.
Pacing the Lobos were Adrian
De Windt, fifth, 20 :1, Chuck
Schuch, sixth, 21:58, and Web
Loudat, seventh, 21:02.
Completing the top ten were
John Finley, Wyoming, 21:07,
and Manuel Quintanar, ASU,
21:20.
Fcllowing UNM in the team
standings were Arizona State

Third place went to Kerry
Pearce of UTEP with 20:22 and
Dan McKillip, also of Texas-El

Arizona 90; Brigham Young 185;
Colorado State 150; Wyoming
156; and Utah 166.
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Engineering and Science at IBM

"The interdisciplinary
environment keeps you
technologically hot!'
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"Working in data processing today pretty much
means you work in a broad spectrum oftech~
nologies,"says Nick Donofrio.

'

.

'

'

:

An Associate Engineer at IBM, Nick is a
1967 graduate in Electrical Engineering.
He's using his technical background
to design circuits for computer
memory systems.

'
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"Circuit design used to be a narrow
job," he says. "Today it can take you
into the front yard of half a dozen
differentfields. In my job, for example,
I work with systems design engineers,
chemists, physicists, metallurgists,
and programmers."

Realization ..

Record Album

$3.29

Nick describes a hypothetical case
history: "A memory systems man
comes to me with memory circuit
requirements. Before l can start
designing the circuit, I go to see a
physicist. He helps me select an
appropriate tecbnology for the
monolithic circuit.

Sunday IZ..7

BELLAslkss
DEPARTMENT STORE

SandwSun
3wf3

"As the design develops, I work with a
test group and also check back with the
systems and semiconductor people to make
sure I'm on the right track."

OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA

Di~'Tn09

\

,,

Espinosa wracked up his second
field goal in the fourth quarter
ro put the game on ice.
The loss left New Mexico with a
1-3 season record while Arizona
ended the year at 2-2.
the touchdown strike and Larry

The interdisciplinary environment at IBM helps
you keep up to date technologically. As Nick
puts it, "You're constantly exposed to what's
happening in other fields,"

oppo,lunilies ·Pall',.·
IViiiJ A111e:rican
•.

IBM needs technical graduates to work in
research, design and development, manufacturIng, product test, field engineering, and space
and defense projects. We also need technical
people in programming and marketing.

·PETROLEUM CORPORATION

One of the largest exploration end producing companaes on North Amer-oca

Patronize
lobo Advertizers
~ Gallon

A Subsidiary of S1andard Oil Company {Indiana)

Visit your placement office
ENGINEERS

Walkers

Sign up at your placement office for an interview with IBM. Or send
a letter or resume to
Harley Thronson, IBM,
Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire
Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90005.

NOVEMBER 12 AND 13

Senior and Graduate MECHANICAl, ElECTRICAl, CHE.'\AICAL, and CIVIl for permanent
engineering positions tesponsible for drilling, producing, and gasoline plant operations.
The Company offers outstanding engineering and management careers.
GEOPHYSICISTS

NOVEMBER 13

Canadiah

-

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving

ARRANGE NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW AT THE
PLACEMENT CENTER

the lnsurarlce-Neech
of College Men

and Women
Fidelity Onion life

$13.99
·· ~Now· $10..99
Reg.

@ta(j

.,

',,

'

ON
CAMPUS

NOV.
21

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Senior and Graduate students With majors in GEOlOGY, PHYSICS, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, and MATHEMATICS for petroleum exploration geophysicist positions. The
Geophysicist plays a vital role in Pan American's expanding exploration progrom.
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We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Corne by soon
we think you
~~-..
will agree

with 63 point.s, then UTEP 64;

'Pup's Season l=inale
Wrecked By 'Kittens
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l-lackett' s l-larriers Grab

TUCSON (UPI) - The University of Arizona freshmen overcarne a 10-0 New Mexico lead and
went on to take a 20-10 win: over
the Wolfpups Saturday in a game
which ended the season for both
clubs •
Mark Barbere scored the lone
New Mexico touchdown in the
opening period, and kicking specialist Glenn Three Stars split
the uprights with a fieldgoal in
the second period to give the
Wolfpups a short-lived 10-0 lead.
The Wildkittens, with quarterback Brian Lindstrom picking the
New Mexico . secondaey apart,
came back with a touchdown and
a field goal in the second half for
a 10-10 tie at halftime.
Lindstrom hit Jim Dolittle with
Espinosa converted and came
back a minute later with the tying field goal.
Arizona took the lead for good
in the third period on a Lindstrom
to Paul Humphrey TD strike, and

:

I
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,'·:TODAY. ~ ~JN TH'E BELLAS' HESS .
'

who finished second.
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·PANAMERICAN'PETROLEUM·CoRPORATioN
••

'W!l!tlllU,UO,s
1417 COAL AVENU£, S.E:.
TELEPHONE 242•3533
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Better Teaching Aim of Psych Seminar
A seminar designed to help
psychology graduate students
learn to teach more effectively is
being conducted at UNM this fall.
Dr. David T. Benedetti, professor of psychology at UNM, devised the seminar to aid graduate
assistants both as teachers of
general psychology labs now and
later as teachers in other universities.
Courses Not New
Many le a d i n g universities
throughout the country have instituted such courses, Dr. Beneditti says, in recognition of the
fact that graduate level mastery
of a field doesn't necessarily make
one an effective teacher.
"This seminar is another sign

Want Ads
FOR SALE
1954 PONTIAC HEARS)il, 55,000 miles.
New Motor. wheels, bucket seats, tach.,
shifter, recent p&.int job, radio, complete
records kept on all expenses. $1200 in ..
vosted sell for $650 cash or trade. 115 B
Harvard SE.
63 RENAULT R-10, J7,925 actual miles, '
AM..FM-SW radio, like new ,condition, 3035 miles per gallon, excellent tires. Have
company car, must acU. Cn.Jl 344-1261.
1958 AUSTIN HEALY. Best offer over
$375. Needs minor body work. Ed Red·
dig Enco Station across !rom Bataan
Hospital.
1956 FORD. Very clean. Excellent rubber.
$175. Stanczyk, 344'•6952.
BRAND NEW unopened Stereo Records.
lllostly popular. @2.00 each (owner
switching to tapes). 842-8056 all day.
FOR SALE to best offer above $95. Mn·
miya-Sekor's Tower 37. Single lens reflex 35 with 48 mm normal and 35 wide
angle lenses. Excellent condition-recent
overhaul. Contact Stephen Part at Dept.
of Music, 277-2126 or message to Art
. ])<pt.

1954 PONTIAC HEARSE, 66,000 miles.
l1ew Motor, wheels, bucket .seats, tach.,
shifter, recent paint job, radio, complete
records kept on nil cxpcrmes. $1200 invested sell for $650 cash or trade. 115 B
Harvard SE.
681 RENAULT R-10, 17,925 actual miles,
AM·FM·SW radio, like new condition, 3035 miles per galion, excellent til'C9. Have
company cnr, must selL Call 344-1261.

FOR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia
SE. 1 bdrm, twin beds; furnished, $125.
includes utilities. Phone 242-3080.

SERVICES
TYPING in my .hom!:!- Plek up and delivery
scrviec to <"ompus nrca onlY. 898-0G83.

of rising interest in better teaching," Dr. Benedetti says. "Other
developments on the campus :Jtem
from this same interest, such as
the Committee on the Improvements of Instructaion in the College of Arts and Sciences and the
Committ!le on the Enchancemllnt
of Education.''
"Our students appreciate this

Survey Reports
Protest Causes
PRINCETON, N.J. (UPI)
Viet Nam was the major cause
of organized protests by college
students during the past academic
year, according to a survey of
800 colleges released Saturday.
The survey by the Educational
Testing Service showed dormitory
rules, civil rights, and student
participation in college government were, in that order, the next
most :(requently protested issues.
The report said organized
groups demonstrating against
most issues rarely made up more
than 10 per cent of a college student body. It cited as an example
protests against U.S. policy in
Viet Nam, saying the demonstrations averaged about five per cent
of their respective student bodies.
The findings were based on a
questionnaire survey of deans of
students in 860 accredited fouryear colleges and universities.
Each dean was asked to note the
extent of organized student protest over 27 educational, social
and political issues during the
1967-68 academic year.
The study found 38 per cent of
the deans reported Viet Nam
demonstrations on their campuses
last year, 34 per cer1t protests over
dormitory rules, and 29 per cent
over local, off campus civil rights
matters. Protests about greater
student participation in campus
policy making was reported at 27

opportunity. They participate in
the decision-making and do a lot
of practice teaching in the seminar, with feedback from the
group."
Improves Skills
The course primarily works toward improving practical groundlevel skills in teaching. In addition, students begin to formulate
their own practicing theories of
learning and teaching, and philosophies of teaching.
The seven students in Dr. Benedetti's seminar learn how to prepare and deliver a teaching presentation, give "mini-lectures" in
psychology, watch their own
teaching behavior via videotape,
do role-playing, hold troubleshooting discussions on lab teach-

ing problems, hear selected
guests, and prepare syllabuses.
One of the approaches practiced by students in the seminar
is "cognitive structuring."
Cognitive Structuring
"Cognitive structuring is a
form of teaching that contrasts
with the traditional method of
one-way information transmission. That is, the teacher does
not merely stand before the class
and emit a series of pre-degisted
facts," Dr. Benedetti explains.
"This approach involves the
flexible thinking through of the
facets of a concept or problem.
This is done with the students in
the "real time" of the classroom.
Sometimes it takes the form of a
Socratic dialogue.

~llllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll\llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiJnlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!llllllllllllll
Announcements by
the UNM community wiD be accepted
at The Lobo office.
A 24-banr deadline
is in effect.

Calling U
Monday, Nov. 11
Lecture on Jean .. Pau1 Sarte: Germaine
Bree: Phi Beta Knppn visiting scholn.r
program; Education Rm. 101: 8 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 9
Mountain Club; Sierra Club Conservation
Conference~ St. Johns College, Santa Fe;
9:15 a.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 12
"U-DO., Do your thing. :Music, poetry,
chess, theatre. Rap, listen, or join in. University Methodist Church Dascment; 7 :30
p.m.-1 n.m.
Circle K Club; Union Ballroom Lonnge;
Sp.m.

I

"It usually evokes more interest and participation than a
straight lecture.
"However," concludes Dr. Benedetti "each teacher needs to
cultiv~te his own style and methods, hopefully within the principles of psychology."
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going to an
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COMPLETE
OUTFIT

$10

Job interviews for Gallup-McKinley
County Public Schools: Plnccmcnt Center.
Saturday, Nov. lG
44 U-DO,. Do your thing. Music,
poetry,
theatre. Rap, listen, or join in. UniMcthodist Church Bast'l'llent; 7 :30
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rents tuxedos

FREE
PERSONALIZED CHECKS& UNM
CHECKBOOK COVERS

Simon, Garfunkel

'

Discusses Better Government

Residence Hall Council Convenes
and the Men's Residence Halls in UNM activities, was discussed.
(MRH). ·When women comm:it-a.n. inStaff Writer
The Town Hall proposal now unThe second annual Residence Hall fraction of the rules, they are der consideration would provide
Council (RHO) leadership confer- brought before referrals where commuters with a "chance to really
ence, held last weekend at the D. H. their case is heard by a student take part in campus life at a reaLawrence Ranch, revolved around board. The decision of the board sonable cost." A $3 social fee would
discussions for improving residence ma:y be postponed, no further ac- be charged. In return, commuters
hall government.
tion may be taken, a warning may be
(Continued on Page 8)
The conference was primarily issued, or the girl may be put on
comprised of a mock demonstration social probation.
of the Judicial Boards proceedings
In MRH, residents are brought
and panels on Financing and Bud- before the Resident Standards Coungeting, Programming vs. Communi- cil. The case is heard and penalties
cation, Town Hall, Freedom of Ex- are determined. The defendant may
pression vs. Riots, and The House be fined up to $25 or the case may be
referred to Student Standards or to
and Its Problems.
The Judicial Boards' demonstra- the deans.
Include Local Students
tions illustrated the differences beA proposal to create Town Hall, a
tween the judicial process in the
Women's Residence Halls (WRH) program to involve commuters more
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WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Admissions
Chapman College, Orange, Calif. 92666

:
•

Please send your catalog detailing curricula,
courses offered, faculty data, admission requirements and any other facts I need to know.

SCHOOL INFORMATION
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Firat

Last Name
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IniDal

Nama of School
campus Address

State

Zip

Campus Phone (

Area COde

Approx. GPA on 4.0 scala
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Zip

Home Phone (

)
Area COde

U11t11

approx. date

Info should be aent to campus 0 home 0

I am Interested In 0 Spring Fall 0
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0 I would like to talk to a representative Of WORLD
CAMPUS AFLOAT.
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AMERICAN
BANK of

COMMERCE
Downstairs
at the
New Mexico Union
Call247-1021

sity and campus all persons or
groups who use the University as a
forum to advocate disobedience of
the laws of the U.S. and New Mexico, and who by their words, actions
and deeds villify, degrade, and ridicule the laws, policies, and institutions of this nation, as opposed to
responsible and constructive criticism;
-"Initiate such policies as may
be necessary to bar from employment those who use the University
as a forum to advocate and abet disobedience of the laws of the State of
New Mexico and the U.S. to the in: ,.
jury of our children, the nation, and
students of the University seeking
an education without disruption."
State-Wide Concern
Harty said, "The idea was to get
something before the University to
show there was some concern all
over the state. Unless there is seme
dialogue a lot of people are going to
go to their legislators."
"About 1200 persons representing
all kinds of people from businesmen
to laborers all over the state signed
the petition," said Harty.
"There wasn't a single refusal to
sign, either," he added.
,"Personally, I think the University should do a little more about
these militant groups. Dissent is
fine, but let's do it in an orderly
fashion," said Harty.

KUNM 1-tosts Legislators
To Discuss Student Lobby

The American Bank of Commerce on-campus
branch provides you with the most convenient
means of managing your finances. Ask about
the special student checking account, which
includes free, fully-personalized checks, free
deposit slips, free check register and free checkbook cover with the University Lobo emblem.
No monthly charges! Just pay 10 cents a check.
Savings accounts and other checking services
are also provided. American Bank of Commerce is convenient and professionally prepared to help you.
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city

Year In School

Simon and Garfunkel will perform here Nov. 24.
Tickets are on sale in front of Popejoy Hall for $5,
$4.50, and $4 (student discount $1 per ticket).

By ANNE O'BRIEN
Staff Writer
A petition seeking to bar "lawbreakers" from UNM was given to
Regents President Arturo Ortega
recently by William Harty, an Albuquerque attorney and a spokesman
for those who circulated the petition
throughout the state.
The petition, which has about 1200
signatures, asks that "firm and immediate action"' be taken to:
-"Initiate such policies as may be
necessary to eliminate from the
campus of the University all persons or groups who may be known
to use narcotics and who use the
University to advocate and push the
use and sale of narcotics;
Law Breakers
-"Initiate such policies as are
necessary to bar from the Univer-

By GAY COOK
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UNM
r,eakers'
Target of Petition~
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STAH£tY LANE
7569 C!.ARK ST. N.
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per cent of the schools.

Now there's a way for you to know
the world around you first-hand.
A way to see the things you've
read about, and study as you go.
The way is a college that uses the
Parthenon as a classroom for
a lecture on Greece,
and illustrates Hong
Kong's floating
societies with an
hour's ride on a
harbor sampan.
.
. . . ,.
Every year Chapman College's
World Campus Afloat takes two
groups of 500 students out of their
classrooms and opens up th~
world for them. And you can be
one of the 500. Your new campus
is the s.s. Ryndam, equipped with
modern educationa~ facilities and
a fine faculty. You'll have a complete study curriculum as you go.
And earn a fully-accredited
semester while at sea.
Chapman College is now accept.,
ing enrollments for _Spring '69 .
·
and Fall '69 semesters. Spring '69
circles the world, from Los Angeles
through the Orient, India, South
Africa, to New York. Fall '691eaves
New Yorkfor Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, South America,
ending in Los Angeles.
The world is there. Here's a
good way for you to .find out what's
happening. Send for our catalog
with the coupon at right
Safety Information: The
s.s .. Ryndam, registered in the
Netherlands, meets International
Safety Standards·for new ships
developed in 1948 and meets 1966
fire safety requirements.
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FIRST and GOLD • ALBUQUERQUE
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One college does more
than broaden horizons. It
sails to them, and beyond.
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Two State Representatives and the
Vice President for Student Affairs
Harold Lavender will be the guests
on KUNM's "In the Public Interest"
programs Nov. 14 and 21.
This Thursday, Stuart Licht,
chairman of the UNM Student Lobby, will talk with State Representatives Lenton Malry and Brad Prince
about the effect of student lobby on
the legislature.
On Nov. 21, Lavender will discuss
the role of the administration in the
affairs of the university. The "In the
Public Interest" programs are broad~
cast at 9 p.m. each Thursday .
This Tuesday at 8:30p.m. the station will broadcast Dr. Benjamin
Spock's Oct. 31 address, which he
presented at UNM. His speech condemned the Viet Nam war as "illegal
and immoral." He also said that the
American people had "forgotten

their morality" in trying to solve
their problems by war instead of
compassion .
On the following Tuesday, Nov.
19, a taped interview with Timothy
Leary, LSD exponent and guru to
thousands of young people will be
broadcast. The interview was made
at UCLA, and will be broadcast at
8:30p.m.
For those students who are concerned with campus issues, Jim
Dines, ASUNM president, will give a
weekly, five minute talk on campus
affairs every Thursday at 5 :15 p.m .
on KUNM's "Commentary."
The "Commentary" and "In the
Public Interest" programs are only
scheduled two weeks in advance in
order to keep the programming as
current as possible in pertaining to
campus, local and national events.

Broadway Show

Lyman Ward atars as Andy Hobart in the Broadway comedy, "The Star-Spangled Girl," coming to UNM Nov. 22 and
23.

